Interactive Design and Prototyping (IDP)

IDP SESSIONS’ PURPOSE
• Introduce users to the new system
• Demonstrate how work may be done with the new technology
• Analyze requirements and business processes
• Identify gaps between the new system’s core capabilities and the unique needs of the campus

YOUR ROLE
• Become informed and share unique business process that may need to be added to the core capabilities of the system
• Bring forward requests for additional functionality that may now be possible with the new system
• Ask questions and voice concerns about the transition process

NEXT STEPS
• Next steps will include the analysis and design of the system, identifying which gaps will be approved for customizations
• Once solutions are selected the system will be configured to UC Berkeley’s needs
• After the system is configured and integrated the team will begin to test and train users on the system
• Once the new system is validated through testing the new product will be deployed for general use
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